
Sowerby Bridge Development Board – Minutes  
22 November 2016, 6 – 8pm 

 

Attendance 

Board Members Present: Sarah Fanthorpe, Chris Hasling, Lauren Brundell, Barry 

Collins, Angela Keenan, Mike Payne, Andrea Karabel, Adam Wilkinson, Sam Irvine, 

Isolde Davey, Bob Galtrey, Dot Foster 

Apologies: Phil Hawdon, Paul Butcher, Steve Hoyle  

CMBC officers attending: Sam Saxby, Shebana Sadiq 

Speakers: Daniel McDermott (CMBC CAFM), Ed Chesters (NPT) 

Residents: 2 residents attended to observe the meeting 

Summary of Actions: 

- SS to send the Development Board area boundary to Daniel 

- Daniel to send Development Board members a list of Calderdale sites or land 

inside their Board boundary 

- Ed Chesters to be invited to next Ward Forum meeting 

- Sub group meeting invites to be circulated by group members  (Adam to send 

Transport group meeting date suggestions) 

- SS To liaise with Highway re. surfacing of the the Car Park, and to meet with 

Phil Hawdon & others to discuss the Town Square 

- Dan suggested that he could connect this scheme to people developing one in 

Mytholmroyd – requested a contact name to pass forward for making the 

connection  

- SB Market to be discussed at next meeting - representative from CMBC 

Markets team to be invited to present on Markets generally and any info on 

plans for Sowerby Bridge 

- Venues to be booked as agreed 

- SS to report back on CMBC powers to tidy up vacant shop properties 

- Items nominated for next meeting agenda: Fire & Water, Greenway Project, 

Transportation (nominated at last meeting), Old Cawsey Update 

 

1. Welcome and Introductions 

Chief Inspector Ed Chester, Daniel McDermott also introduced at the meeting. 

The chair Congratulated Fire and Water, their lease has been signed 21 October 

2016.  The board had agreed at the last meeting to fund Fire and Water £23,000 

recommendation approved by EIP and payment is in process.  



2. CAFM  

Daniel from CAFM, gave an overview on the plans the council has for council 

buildings and land throughout Calderdale, confirmed that there is approx. 300 plus 

council buildings.  Calderdale Mapping software can show all the CMBC assets, and 

this can be downloaded as a list from Council the website. We are trying to 

understand buildings and services within those building and what their 

short/medium term plans are.  Currently options are being developed for each 

building; this work is being done and will be looking at creating scenarios for 

buildings.  They would then like to start a consultation process and take this 

information to residents and consult. 

The current process within Calderdale council is to review assets, looking at using 

space better across various sectors, more joint up services, external agencies etc. 

working from one building.  Some services have had to adapt the way they deliver 

services according to their building rather than buildings providing facilities services 

need.   

The council needs to make decisions, there are some buildings that are too large 

and deteriorating, the council can’t afford to maintain all the buildings we have.  

Assets can be asset transferred, sold or demolished depending on what is viable and 

desirable. 

Daniel talked about consultation that has already been done and it has been 

recognised that buildings can be shared more effectively with agencies, creating 

more accessible services.  Local input is an essential part of planning for the asset 

rationalisation process.  

An Asset Review Governance board has been set up with cross party attendance and 

CAFM colleagues.  From March and May 2017, there will be events held, an 

opportunity for all members to get involved.  There is a members only briefing 

scheduled this November.   

The board requested that they could have an overview of properties and land within 

SB, including Copley as per. our boundary for this board to understand 

 Action: SS to send the area boundaries to Daniel, to identify exactly the 

number of CMBC ownership sites. 

A discussion could take place about the library, what options there are with the 

building and the possible link with Fire and Water. This was welcomed – Daniel is 

happy to explore this.  

Some buildings have already been sold with proceeds being used to fund new 

Capital programmes.  There are many small pieces of land, tennis courts, bowling 



clubs that have been handed over to the public. There is a real opportunity for 

people living in neighbourhoods to get involved. 

No buildings will be sold etc. without consultation with local people.  

3. SB Police Station - Edward Chesters  

The local Police Station has been closed since the Boxing Day Floods. The Police 

service face the question: do we retain, refurb to get it back to normal use or do we 

sell the building?  Cost of £382, 000 to refurb the building which is public money.  

This is more about the building but also about the service that is being delivered.  

Insurance will only cover half of the cost of the refurbishment. A lot of public sector 

spend is needed to bring the building back to use.  No decision has been made until 

there has been some consultation.  Need to have a realistic discussion about 

bringing the station back to the state that it would be in to get it back into use.  

Call Handling for Halifax and SB Shows good performance, recorded crime etc. is 

comparably good compared to the rest of WY.  The Police service is still being 

delivered to an good standard. 

Footfall into police stations has changed over the years, online dialling 101, online, 

email etc. are being used more often.  People generally recognise that there is need 

for some changes.  Sowerby Bridge has not had a font counter service for some 

time, but a need for local presence and local confidence in the service remains 

important. 

Similar to what Daniel said, there are plans to look at more joint delivery of services 

is the way forward with CMBC, fire service etc.  Smaller venues (more efficient), 

accessible buildings etc.  

Will there be a police station based in SB in the future? This can’t be guaranteed. 

The final decision will be made after consultation by the Police and Crime 

Commissioner. 

Edward will be the first point of contact for consultation about this SB station, and is 

happy to come along to the ward forum to discuss this.   

 Ed Chesters to be invited to the next Ward Forum 

Hebden Bridge police station is closed; there is an office within the Town Hall.  

There are drop in’s and places that are publically available where police are also 

available 

4. Sub Groups  - Update 

Two subgroups  



- Transport Group  

A session was spent looking at transport/traffic issues in SB. There is a general 

aspiration to get traffic off the road and make it more attractive to residents.  It was 

felt that the Development Board shouldn’t spend lots of money on large project but 

should play a role in giving a steer to the council and input to funding bids taking 

place.  The Group want to look at smaller initiatives.  

The group talked about making Bolton Brow Safer, there have been a few accidents 

that have happened. 

Opening up Tower Hill, possibility of access for cars, residents living in the area?   

Train Station, improving this, better bus service, enhancing and making it more 

accessible to the centre.  Improved Foot Bridge.  

Next step – what we should be prioritising on (short and long term)? The Board has 

agreed to meet every two months. 

 Action: Adam to circulate date for the transport/traffic subgroup  

- Internal and External Tourism Group  

Last meeting was cancelled due to local surface water flooding and flood risks in the 

area  

5. Our Vision for SB  

This is something that links in with the external and Internal Tourism sub Group and 

will discuss at the next sub group. 

 

6. Old Cawsey And Town Square 

The site currently a car park that has been proposed to turn into a community space 

– still offering some car parking but also being landscaped to offer an attractive 

riverside open space which could be used for pop up events and markets.  There 

was a Proposal to build a Doctors surgery on the site there was a campaign and this 

plan was withdrawn, main objections were that it was conservation area, few 

remaining open spaces are available and the site’s potential to flood (as happened 

Boxing Day last year). 

 A local Architect has worked on developing ideas for a Town Square with a local 

artist. 

Proving community use is needed for the site to be identified as an ACB area. 

Various evets have been organised, these have been well attended 



- Urban Beach Event was organised, attended by 400 people and people 

supported the idea of retaining it as a urban area ,  

- Car Boot Area (Rotary) raised money for Memory Lane (£350). 

- The space has lots of potential and is seen as necessary for Sowerby Bridge  

Benefits of Urban spaces: 

For health and wellbeing, building community, building economic growth people 

coming to use the space, place making, giving the area identity, and making it 

distinctive. 

It was asked if anyone would assist and help to drive the town square project. The 

sale of the land was stopped but a decision about what should be done with the land 

is still needed.  

It was suggested we could make the area a SUDS, which can be used twofold: as 

flood defence and a facility for the local community. 

This area is currently acting as a free car park which is beneficial, but it does attract 

abandoned cars and litter and the surface is in a poor state of repair with large 

potholes causing problems.  

There is a lack of things for families to do, no open space, bringing people together.  

Lack of open/green spaces in SB.    

What would be the first step to take this forward?  The plan was to look at how a 

feasibility study could be delivered and to look at some form of gravel to make the 

area more useable as a short term measure – we should investigate this as a priority 

with Highways. 

The site is still owned by the council, do we want it to be CAT? To develop it how we 

want?  A discussion that needs to be had, a figure of £200, 000 for landscaping and 

to level the surface was thought to be the rough cost. Outline new designs still have 

parking but have a different layout to enhance social use and provide greenspace 

planting. 

Could we engage with Environment Agency to look at what is available from them to 

help? 

 SS to meet Phil Hawdon and bring back to the next meeting.  Explore options 

and costs for feasibility study. Linking in with Ann Holdsworth at CMBC, Sam 

Irvine and Isolade Davey. 

 Dan suggested that he could connect this scheme to people developing one in 

Mytholmroyd– requested a contact name to pass forward for making the 

connection  



 

7. Agreed items for the Next Meeting 

There was discussion about the Market, how to revitalise this. The group was aware 

that space is provided half price for new markets traders, but some traders find 

stalls marginal and may not be making money.  The market needs to looked at, can 

we learn from other markets such as Hebden Bridge? 

There was a discussion about retailers, market traders and the Town Square, and 

the need to change perception of how markets are working.  Totally locally markets 

were also mentioned. 

 Representative from CMBC Markets team to be invited to next meeting to 

present on Markets generally and any info on plans for Sowerby Bridge 

The Greenway Project rep talked about coming to next week to highlight the project 

aims and objectives and an interest in applying for some possible funding. This was 

suggested as an item for the Transportation sub-group to hear before it comes to a 

main Board meeting – this will be arranged by the Transportation sub-group lead. 

8. Venue (s) 

Agreed that there will be meeting held at 3 venues in 2017 

 Copley Risthworthians Club (Tuesday Evening availability to be checked by 

Sarah Fanthorpe) 

 Foundry Street  

 Halifax Fire Station (King Cross) 

Action: to book next three meetings in above locations if available  

9. Ward Forum – Communication 

Agreed that an overview of SBDB meeting will be given at the ward forums to 

ensure that resident are aware of work that the board is taking.  Where required, 

consultation is to go through the ward forums. 

10. AOB  

A question was raised about what powers the Council has to make owners of vacant 

shops maintain the frontage to look tidy. 

 SS to investigate and report back to next meeting 

It was announced that there will be no parking charge increases in Sowerby Bridge. 



Chairmanship of meetings is currently rotating around the three Ward Councillors on 

a rotating basis. A question was raised as to whether having a Chair for a year (the 

approach taken by other Development Boards) would provide clearer direction of 

activities between meetings. It was felt that the Board is still developing its routines, 

Chairmanship should stay as it is; but this could be reviewed in future if it was felt 

that a change would be helpful. 

 

11. Date of the next meeting:  

 

Tuesday 31 January, 6- 8 pm, Venue to be confirmed 

  

Bob Galtrey offered apologies for the next meeting, he will be on holiday. 

 

 

 


